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Predicting evolutionary patterns of
mammalian teeth from development
Kathryn D. Kavanagh1{, Alistair R. Evans1 & Jukka Jernvall1,2
One motivation in the study of development is the discovery of mechanisms that may guide evolutionary change. Here we
report how development governs relative size and number of cheek teeth, or molars, in the mouse. We constructed an
inhibitory cascade model by experimentally uncovering the activator–inhibitor logic of sequential tooth development. The
inhibitory cascade acts as a ratchet that determines molar size differences along the jaw, one effect being that the second
molar always makes up one-third of total molar area. By using a macroevolutionary test, we demonstrate the success of
the model in predicting dentition patterns found among murine rodent species with various diets, thereby providing an
example of ecologically driven evolution along a developmentally favoured trajectory. In general, our work demonstrates
how to construct and test developmental rules with evolutionary predictability in natural systems.
A recurring promise of evolutionary developmental biology is the
discovery of the mechanisms and rules that govern the production of
the phenotypic variation available for natural selection1–7. In many
cases, independent evolutionary acquisitions of morphological similarities have been linked to parallel changes in the genome8–11, but
selection may also produce the same phenotypic result in different
evolutionary trials by altering different genes or interactions12–15.
Whereas in the former cases gene-level or low-level rules may have
predictive power across a broad range of taxa, in the latter cases
models may have to be built on a higher level of organization.
Regardless of the organizational levels invoked, explicit or inferred
developmental rules with evolutionary relevance must be shown to
favour specific evolutionary trajectories, and previous demonstrations have ranged from theoretical and computational models to
selection and developmental experiments1–7. Advances in developmental genetics now allow us to identify mechanisms that may bias
the production of phenotypic variation, which in part will help to
move evolutionary developmental biology into the realm of a predictive science.
The mammalian dentition is a classic system in which developmental mechanisms have been used to explain variation in shape and
size16–22. The timing of molar initiation during development has been
extensively studied in primates, not least because molar proportions
are used as a diagnostic feature in palaeontology. Differences in the
timing of molar initiation, mineralization and eruption as well as in
molar size and number have been linked to species-specific traits in
diet, life history, maturation and brain size23–26. In addition, regulation of molar size and number continues to have medical relevance
in connection with human third molars, or wisdom teeth, which are
frequently surgically removed with a risk of complications27.
Mammalian molars develop sequentially in an anterior to posterior direction (Fig. 1a), resembling the development of segmental
structures, but it remains unknown how molar initiation or size is
regulated along the tooth row. Mechanisms including available space
in the jaw and inhibition between developing teeth have both been
proposed to regulate molar initiation21,22,25. Because experimental
evidence and mathematical modelling have implicated a balance
of molecular signals activating and inhibiting the formation of

teeth28–30, here we examine whether inhibitory dynamics could
explain the initiation and size of adjacent molars in mouse (Mus
musculus) and whether these dynamics can account for aspects of
evolutionary patterns of teeth.
Inhibitory dynamics of molar initiation
As in most eutherian mammals, mice have three molars that develop
sequentially over several days31. The development of each individual
tooth is punctuated by the formation of the epithelial signalling
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Figure 1 | Hypotheses on the sequential initiation and inhibition of
mammalian cheek teeth. a, Mouse molars develop sequentially, and the
dental lamina extending posteriorly (black arrowhead) from the developing
M1 gives rise to M2 at day 16. M3 forms (white arrowhead) posterior to M2
about ten days later. b, In comparison with the situation in vivo, M1
development proceeds normally in vitro and the secondary enamel knots
form at day 16 (bright green). In contrast, M2 initiation is delayed in vitro.
We suggest that this delay is due to a decrease in mesenchymally secreted
activators (blue arrows), whereas M1 continues to inhibit M2 normally. To
test this, we cut the posterior tail that forms M2 from M1. Anterior is
towards the left. Scale bar, 0.5 mm.
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centres, the enamel knots28. A primary enamel knot forms at the onset
of the tooth crown development, followed by secondary enamel
knots that appear at the future positions of major molar features,
the cusps. Because mutations affecting the inhibition of enamel
knots can have fused or extra cusps and molars30, we postulate
that the first developing molar could inhibit the development of
subsequent molars, an effect that we also propose to be accentuated
by culture conditions. In culture, although the first molar (M1)
develops at essentially the same rate as that in vivo, posterior molars
are frequently delayed by several days or never develop at all. The
culture conditions, which involve the dissection of tooth germs from
surrounding tissue, seem to disrupt the mesenchymal influence on
the balance of activator and inhibitor molecules regulating molar
development (Fig. 1b).
To test these ideas, we cultured lower first molar tooth germs from
a mouse that expressed green fluorescent protein (GFP; fused with
Cre-recombinase) in the Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) locus (hereafter
called ShhGFP mice). In the developing tooth crown, Shh is first
upregulated only in the cells of the enamel knots; later, during differentiation, Shh expression is detected in the enamel-secreting ameloblasts throughout the crown28,32. Because enamel knots are difficult
to detect under normal culture conditions, the epifluorescence of
ShhGFP mice allowed us to pinpoint the future positions of the
molars and cusps in vitro, thereby permitting us to follow the sequential odontogenesis continuously (Fig. 2a). The ShhGFP construct is a
Shh-null allele; we therefore cultured heterozygous ShhGFP molars.
Similarly to a previous report on limb development33, we found the
tooth development and morphology of heterozygous ShhGFP mice
to be normal. We also examined the development of wild-type
molars, and the pattern of results remained essentially the same.
Using a standard Trowell culture system34, we first cultured ShhGFP
molars starting from embryonic day 14, at which time the M1 primary
enamel knot has formed. We cultured both intact tooth germs and teeth
in which we surgically separated the developing M1 from its posterior
tail that is fated to give rise to the second (M2) and third (M3) molars
(Figs 1 and 2a). Cultures were monitored daily, and the initiation of
each tooth was reconstructed from time-lapse images (Fig. 2a). For the
cultured intact tooth germs, the results show that only 11% of explants
formed M2 enamel knots after two days in culture, a period equivalent
to the timing of M2 initiation in vivo (Fig. 2b). Additional intact

explants developed M2s during the subsequent days, and 54% of
M2s were initiated by 12 days in culture (Fig. 2b). In contrast to this
delayed initiation of M2 development, M1 development progressed at a
fairly normal rate and all M1s had formed secondary enamel knots by
three days into the culture (Fig. 2a), matching the rate of development
in vivo28. The normal development of M1 implies that nutritional deficiency is unlikely to cause the delay in the posterior molars, but it
supports the hypothesis of inhibition by M1 (Fig. 1b).
For the explants in which the tail had been cut off from the rest of
the tooth germ, the results show that 98% of the separated tails
formed M2s, with 68% of them occurring at the in vivo rate (Fig.
2b). Therefore, rather than inflicting irreversible damage on the small
posterior bud, the separation seems to rescue M2 development from
an inhibitory effect of M1. We interpret this result to also exclude an
inhibitory gradient going through the jaw and teeth, increasing from
anterior to distal, because in that case we would not expect the separation to rescue M2s. Furthermore, in almost half of the cut explants,
M3 development was initiated, often before expected M3 initiation
in vivo (Fig. 2c).
At the day 14 cap stage, when the M1 enamel knot has formed, M1
expresses the genes encoding several signalling molecules28, including
diffusible inhibitors. Of these, at least ectodin (also known as Sostdc1
and wise, inhibitor of bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) and
Wnts), Bmp3 and follistatin (both encoding inhibitors of Activin A
and BMPs) are strongly expressed in the enamel knot or anterior
portion of the day 14 M1 (refs 30, 35, 36). Therefore, to test how
an earlier release from inhibition affects posterior molars, we cut the
posterior tails also at day 13, when the M1 primary enamel knot
would only just be forming. These results show that posterior molar
initiation was accelerated further: 90% of M2s were now initiated one
day earlier than in vivo (Fig. 2b). The initiation of M3 development
was also markedly accelerated (Fig. 2c). In addition, in one of the
explants, a fourth molar (M4) formed seven days into the culture. We
note that even though the tails giving rise to M3s were too small to be
dissected from M2s, molar initiation was always sequential and in no
case did we observe a simultaneous initiation of M2 and M3. Thus,
M3 initiation is likely to be inhibited by M2 and, consequently, M4 is
inhibited by M3.
Our results indicate that, as seems to occur with the regulation of
fibroblast growth factors during tooth development37, the balance
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Figure 2 | Posterior molars are initiated earlier in vitro when separated
from M1. a, The epifluorescence of cultured ShhGFP teeth allows daily
monitoring of the enamel knots to test whether cutting the posterior tail
(dashed line) accelerates molar initiation (white arrowheads).
b, c, Cumulative percentage curves show that, in comparison with the intact
explants (solid lines), the cut explants (dashed lines) at day 14 (blue) and day
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13 (red) have an accelerated initiation of M2 (b) and M3 (c). In vivo M2 and
M3 initiation times are marked with dotted vertical lines. Mann–Whitney
U-tests on M2 and M3 age differences between intact and cut explants after
12 days of culture are all P # 0.001 (see Supplementary Information). n 5 28
and n 5 25 for day 14 intact and cut explants, respectively, and n 5 15 and
n 5 10 for day 13 intact and cut explants, respectively. Scale bar, 0.5 mm.
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Molar initiation and size
To link our results for the process of molar initiation to morphological patterns, we measured from our experiments how tooth size is
affected by changes in tooth initiation (see Methods and Supplementary Information). The results show that the removal of inhibition on
posterior molars results not only in earlier tooth initiation but also in
larger posterior teeth. After 12 days of culture, M2s in the cut explants
were twice the size of M2s in the intact explants (cut versus intact day
14 means are 0.27 and 0.13 mm2, P , 0.001, and day 13 means are
0.23 and 0.11 mm2, P , 0.001; Mann–Whitney U-tests). Furthermore, the cut explant M2s are larger not only as a result of earlier

initiation but also because they grow faster (see Supplementary
Information). In contrast, M1 sizes have marginally decreased in
the cut explants, suggesting that dissection caused disruption and
also that inhibition is always from anterior to posterior (cut versus
intact day 14 means are 0.57 and 0.67 mm2, P 5 0.027, and day 13
means are 0.39 and 0.46 mm2, P 5 0.123; Mann–Whitney U-tests).
Nevertheless, in comparison with the intact explants, both the day 13
and day 14 cut explants produced 15–38% more ‘tooth’, measured as
the sum of the molar surface areas (P 5 0.005–0.012; Mann–Whitney
U-tests).
In the intact day 13 explants, the initiation of posterior molars was
delayed in comparison with that of intact day 14 explants (Fig. 2b, c)
and the M1s were also smaller, perhaps because of decreased
mesenchymal activation that limited development at this earlier
stage. Despite this typical retardation of day 13 tooth development
in vitro (J. Jernvall and K. D. Kavanagh, unpublished observations),
sizes of the day 13 cut explant M2s matched, and that of the M3s
exceeded, the sizes of corresponding teeth from the day 14 cut
explants (Fig. 4a; see Supplementary Information). The earlier separation from M1 therefore seems to lead to a tendency in which molar
sizes become more equal (Fig. 4a). Whereas, for example, the day 14
M3s could in principle catch up with the day 13 M3s, this would
require the former to grow more than twice as long as the latter. We
consider this situation unlikely because in our cultures the onset of
mineralization seemed to be the same in both the day 13 and day 14
cut explants.

M2 and M3/M1 size

between enamel knot activation and inhibition may be more important for tooth initiation than the absolute magnitude of signals themselves. Initially, the in vitro culture seems to decrease the level of
mesenchymal activators required for M2 induction whereas removal
of the inhibitory effect of M1 restores the inductive balance (Figs 1,
2). One obvious assumption linked to these interpretations is that
culture conditions decrease mesenchymal activators required for
enamel knot formation (Fig. 1b). To test this, we explored the effects
of BMP4 and Activin A by using protein-releasing bead experiments.
Both Bmp4 and activin bA are intensely expressed in the mesenchyme
at the onset of primary enamel knot formation, and both have been
implicated as mediators of epithelial–mesenchymal induction events
leading to the formation of enamel knots30,36,38–40. We placed beads
releasing BMP4 or Activin A immediately distally to intact day 14
tooth germs. The results show that both molecules are individually
able to accelerate the formation of M2s, although not to the extent
that separation from M1 achieved (Fig. 3).
Taken together, our experimental results suggest that the initiation
timing of posterior molars depends on previous molars through a
dynamic balance between intermolar inhibition and mesenchymal
activation. Because of the importance of molar size in evolution6,16–29,
we next explored how these developmental dynamics might bias the
production of phenotypic variation available for natural selection.
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Figure 3 | Initiation of posterior molars can be stimulated by mesenchymal
activators. a, Protein-releasing beads were placed posteriorly to day 14
explants and the initiation of M2s was monitored (white arrowheads).
b, Both BMP4- (light blue line) and Activin A- (orange line) releasing beads
accelerate M2 initiation, falling between the intact (solid blue line) and cut
explants (dashed blue line). Mann–Whitney U-tests on M2 age differences
between protein and control explants after 12 days of culture are P 5 0.122
(n 5 16) for BMP4 and P 5 0.014 (n 5 19) for Activin A explants (see
Supplementary Information). Scale bar, 0.5 mm.
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Figure 4 | From molar initiation to predicting molar proportions in murine
species. a, Removal of inhibition results in earlier initiation and more
equal-sized posterior molars. b, Changes in inhibition provide a trajectory
through the morphospace in which more equal-sized molars are found with
low inhibition (day 13 explants; error bars denote s.e.m). In contrast,
increasing inhibition (day 14 explants) leads to smaller posterior molars and
eventually the lack of M3. c, The molar proportions of 29 species of murine
rodents (black circles; Mus musculus is marked with an open circle) fall close
to the experimental data (crosses and dashed line). We note the lack of M3
when M2 is about half the size of M1, in both the experimental and the
macroevolutionary data. For the experimental data, the slope drawn through
the means of day 14 and day 13 molar sizes is 1.848 and the intercept is
20.833. When the 12 cut explants without M3s (all except one were day 14)
are plotted separately (b), the resulting reduced major axis regression slope
is 1.519 and the intercept is 20.673. When M1 sizes just before they reach
their asymptotic sizes are used, approximating the growth stage of measured
M2s and M3s, the reduced major-axis regression slope is 2.024 and the
intercept is 20.997. For the macroevolutionary data (c), the reduced majoraxis regression slope is 2.150 and the intercept is 21.219 (r2 5 0.740). For
details see Supplementary Information.
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A macroevolutionary test of the model
Because our model makes broad predictions about the relative sizes
of individual teeth, to test the model we focused on a sample of 29
species of murine rodents covering a wide spectrum of ecological
adaptations and phylogenetic lineages representative of the entire
subfamily41,42 (Supplementary Information). Tooth rows were digitized with a high-resolution laser scanner and the molar crown areas
were measured with the MorphoBrowser database containing the
three-dimensional tooth scans42.
The basic prediction from the experiments is that with an increase
in relative size of M2, M3 should increase more. The results show that
molar proportions follow this expectation closely (Fig. 4c), although
the macroevolutionary patterns seem to show a slightly greater
increase in posterior molars than the experimental prediction
(Fig. 4c). We suspect that this is because our developmental data
were derived from cultured teeth in vitro in which M1 was near
mineralization whereas M2 and especially M3 could grow further,
increasing their relative sizes. Indeed, when ante-asymptotic M1 sizes
are used for the experimental data, the slopes of the molar size relationships are very similar between the experiments (2.02) and species
(2.15). Conversely, in our molar diversity data, we have one species,
golden-bellied water rat (Hydromys chrysogaster), which lacks M3
altogether. Matching the prediction from mouse explants lacking
M3s, M2 in Hydromys is about half the size of M1 (Fig. 4c). Thus,
despite the limitations of in vitro cultures (uncut M3s and incomplete
differentiation), these results may implicate the inhibitory cascade in
regulating tooth proportions.
Next, to test how closely the macroevolutionary data follow the
explicit prediction of the inhibitory cascade model 1 1 [(a 2 i)/i]
(x 2 1), we first calculated the predicted sizes of M3s on the basis
of the relative size of M2s (see Fig. 5a and Methods). Both the slope
(2.0) and the intercept (21.0) of the model prediction are within the
95% confidence intervals of the macroevolutionary data. To examine
further the consistency of the tooth-to-tooth inhibitory relay in our
data, we generated a random relay model, in which the strength of
inhibition changed between teeth, by randomly reshuffling the M2based predictions of M3 sizes 1,000 times (see Fig. 5a, Methods and
Supplementary Information). The results show that whereas the random relay still produces correlated variation between relative M2 and
M3 sizes (because, for example, it is unlikely that a large M2 is followed by a very small M3), its predictions are not congruent with
our macroevolutionary data or model (Fig. 5a and Supplementary
Information). We interpret these results as further implicating the

inhibitory cascade as a ‘ratchet’ generating predictable size differences along the molar row.
One phenotypic outcome of the ratchet is the high variability of
M3, a result that agrees well with data from populations and species18–21,43,44. Whereas the high variability of M3 has been linked to
available space in the jaw and difficulty in measuring small M3s, the
inhibitory cascade may provide null expectations for M3 variability.
Another phenotypic result specific to the model is that M2 makes
up roughly one-third of total molar area, irrespective of molar proportions (M2/(M1 1 M2 1 M3) 5 (a/i)/[1 1 a/i 1 (2a/i 2 1)] 5 1/3;
see Methods). This is noteworthy because previous studies have found
this relationship in primates45, suggesting that the inhibitory cascade
may be expected to apply across mammalian orders.
Even though we have shown here how the inhibitory cascade can
be used to account for the evolutionary diversity of molar proportions, ecological and functional factors are still likely to have an
indirect function in these differences. For example, previous analyses
have shown that the overall crown complexity of rodent molars
closely reflects the species-specific diets42. High crown-feature complexity is associated with herbivory, whereas simpler, smaller crowns
are found in animal-eating taxa42. In our diversity data, the highly
derived species with either specialized animal or fibrous-vegetation
diets are plotted at the far ends of the molar-proportion spectrum
(Fig. 5b). In other words, herbivorous murine species have more
equal-sized teeth, whereas more faunivorous species, such as
Hydromys (Fig. 5b), have progressively more reduced distal teeth.
In comparison with dental complexity42, however, molar proportions seem not to be a measure of diet across mammalian orders
because, for example, many herbivorous primates have progressively
larger distal molars. We propose that molar proportions may not
reflect function itself but may manifest the way in which development, by affecting the variational properties of teeth, responds to
selection on functional features such as complexity and overall size.
Whereas our model predicts evolutionary change based on
development, these predictions should not be taken as constraints
on evolution. One clear exception is herbivorous arvicoline rodents
(voles), in which the anterior part of their M1 is greatly elongated

M3/M1size

An inhibitory cascade model
The inhibitory dynamics (Figs 2, 3) and shifting molar proportions
(Fig. 4a) are indicative of an inhibitory cascade, or a ‘ratchet’ in which
subsequently developing teeth are cumulatively affected by previous
developmental events. The inhibitory cascade can be formalized as a
simple high-level model in which a balance between activation and
inhibition results in equal-sized molars (M1 < M2 < M3) and
increasing inhibition has a cumulative effect on the posterior teeth
giving a distinct M1 . M2 . M3 pattern (Fig. 4b). The relative molar
sizes determined by the model can be stated as 1 1 [(a 2 i)/i](x 2 1),
in which, at each molar position (x), tooth size results from the
relative strengths of activators (a) and inhibitors (i). As a result of
the ratcheting nature of the inhibition, a change in inhibition (or
activation) affects the relative size of M3 more than that of M2
(Fig. 4b). Nevertheless, molars have shared covariance patterns, so
the relative size of adjacent teeth allows one to predict the presence
and size of additional teeth. For example, M3s are missing when
M2 size falls below half that of M1 (Fig. 4b). Conversely, our case
of M4 occurred when the size of M3 equalled that of M2 (Supplementary Information), perhaps indicating that the evolution of
supernumerary teeth is most likely when tooth activation and inhibition are in balance.
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Figure 5 | The inhibitory cascade and the ecological context of murine
dental diversity. a, From the macroevolutionary data (black line), the M2/
M1 size was used to calculate the predicted M3/M1 size with the inhibitory
cascade model (orange line; examples of molar proportions:
M1 5 M2 5 M3; M1 . M2 . M3; M1 ? M2 ? M3). The random relay
prediction illustrated (blue line: M1 5 M2 . M3; M1 . M2 5 M3;
M1 ? M2 . M3), for which randomized M2/M1 sizes were used to predict
M3/M1 sizes, is the mean of reduced major axis regressions performed on
each of 1,000 random simulations. All correlations, slopes and intercepts of
the diversity data and the prediction of the inhibitory cascade model are
significantly different from those of the 1,000 random relays (P 5 0.005 to
P , 0.001). b, The most equal molar proportions are found in herbivorous
taxa and the least equal in faunivorous taxa, indicating that the inhibitorycascade-influenced phenotypic change is under the control of ecology. The
three examples of molar rows are scaled to body size (scale bar, 0.01 of body
length) and are for Mallomys rothschildi (herbivore, n 5 2), Mus musculus
(omnivore, n 5 22) and Hydromys chrysogaster (faunivore, n 5 3), anterior
towards the left. Error bars denote s.e.m. For details see Supplementary
Information.
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(refs 28, 46). This change can be considered a developmental novelty
in which the M1 extension is allowed because there are no premolars
in the anterior dental diastema. Nevertheless, we postulate a general
situation in which any developmentally derived rule would predict
that organisms should most often fall on the developmentally
favoured evolutionary trajectory (Figs 4 and 5). In the inhibitory
cascade, for example, many Old World primates and ungulates have
a weak inhibitory cascade resulting in large distal molars (M1 ,
M2 , M3), but are still predicted to fall along the predicted trajectory. In contrast, other kinds of developmental change would be
required for invasion of other parts of the morphospace. For
example, evolving M1 , M2 . M3 proportions can be predicted to
require a combination of low inhibition and specific early arrest of
M3 development. However, for murine molars, the inhibitory cascade seems to have sufficed when murine rodents, the most taxonomically diverse mammalian group living, radiated into multiple
adaptive zones.
Conclusions
The inhibitory cascade model is an activator–inhibitor networkderived model that allows the prediction of evolutionary paths in a
given selective environment. These kinds of mechanistic model differ
from classical correlation-based approaches (for example, genetic
covariance) because the developmental mechanism is identified
and there is greater conceptual continuity from genotype to phenotype3. To this end, the exact genetic underpinnings of the inhibitory
cascade model remain to be identified. Whereas possible molecular
level candidates include signalling molecules (and their inhibitors)
such as BMPs, Activin A (Fig. 3) and Ectodysplasin47, and transcription factors such as Pax9 (ref. 48), the inhibitory cascade may or may
not be centred on the same genes in every species. Ultimately, with
many more than 500 extant species and divergence times extending
from the Pleistocene through to the middle Miocene41, murine
rodents may provide excellent tests for the generality of high-level
and low-level developmental rules. For this task, we would argue that
the best tests of usefulness of identified developmentally derived rules
are both the generality of the rule’s use in other systems or taxa and
the ability to demonstrate how development matters in explaining
the evolution of phenotypes.
Because activator–inhibitor networks are a common mechanism
in development, we suggest that inhibitory cascade-derived rules may
apply in explaining the size relationships in adjacent organs beyond
tooth development, particularly in other systems with sequentially
developing organs or repeating elements. In insects, competition
between developing body parts has been shown to affect the evolution of morphology2,5, and the inhibitory cascade may also be understood as a form of sequential competition between adjacent organs.
In teeth, our model resolves long-standing debates about the regulation of individual molar initiation and size, highlighting the
essential role of inhibitors in shaping the entire dental system.
Furthermore, our strategy of using the experimentally defined logic
of organ systems to develop high-level testable models for predicting
morphological evolution provides a blueprint for further exploration
of evolutionary predictability in natural systems.

images of 61 explants and scans of 29 species. For all measures, statistical
differences between groups were tested by using Mann–Whitney U-tests, each
with two-tailed exact significance levels, performed in SPSS version 11.0 (SPSS
Inc.). Model randomizations and calculations of reduced major-axis regressions49 were performed in a custom Visual Basic 6.0 program (Microsoft
Corp.) and additional calculations of reduced major-axis regressions were
performed in PAST (http://folk.uio.no/ohammer/past/index.html) (see Supplementary Information).
Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
Tooth cultures. Lower M1 tooth germs were dissected from heterozygous
ShhGFP mouse Shhtm1(EGFP/Cre)Cjt/1 embryos33 at day 13 or 14 after fertilization
and cultured at 37 uC and 5% CO2 with a Trowell-type organ culture as described
previously30,34. In brief, teeth were placed on 0.1 mm Nucleopore filter paper
(Whatman) on a raised wire grid in a small Petri dish containing 2 ml of tissue
medium (45% DMEM (Gibco), 45% F12/Glutamax (Gibco), 10% fetal bovine
serum (PAA Laboratories GmbH) and 1% penicillin–streptomycin (10 U ml21;
Gibco)]. Medium was replaced every two to three days, and ascorbic acid
(100 mg ml21) was added. The epifluorescence of ShhGFP teeth closely follow
the patterns of Shh expression detected with in situ hybridization techniques28.
In vitro experiments. Tooth germs were separated from the jaw tissue, which, if
left in place, would grow and stunt the development of teeth in culture. Posterior
tails of tooth germs in culture were separated from the tooth germ with a 25gauge needle, and both pieces were cultured a short distance (about 100 mm)
from each other on the same filter paper. For a clean cut, the filter paper with the
tooth germ was briefly placed on a glass Petri dish for the cutting, taking care to
avoid desiccation, then returned to the grid over medium. For day 13 tooth
germs, the tail was cut from the point at which the initial anterior broadening
stopped, or one-quarter of the way from the end of the tail. Digital images of 80
explants were taken daily (except for 80 out of 1,040 cases) from initiation to day
12 of culture under a fluorescence microscope (Leica MZFLIII microscope and
Olympus DP50 digital camera system at magnifications of 33.2 and 34.0,
resulting in 0.44 and 0.55 pixel mm21 resolutions, respectively). Molar initiation
date was tabulated by tracking backwards from the final M2 or M3 to the first
visible epifluorescence marking the formation of the primary enamel knot.
Recombinant protein bead experiments were performed as described
previously30,34. Agarose beads (Affi-Gel-Blue beads, catalogue no. 153-7302;
Bio-Rad) were washed three times in PBS, then soaked in Activin A
(100 ng ml21)50, BMP4 (100 ng ml21; R&D Systems) or BSA control (1 mg ml21;
Sigma). Roughly 50 beads were soaked in 5 ml of 100 ng ml21 protein solution for
45 min at 37 uC and a bead was placed with fine forceps on the posterior end of
the day 14 tooth germ.
Quantitative analyses of experimental and macroevolutionary data. We chose
the day 12 culture point for morphological measurements because at this stage
M1 has reached, and M2 is close to reaching, asymptotic size and because after
this day teeth are often difficult to measure accurately in vitro because of superfluous tissue growth and differentiation. From digital images we measured the
two-dimensional areas of developing tooth crowns. Even when teeth have rolled

onto their side this gives a reasonably consistent measure of size because
cultured teeth have a tendency to flatten. However, explants in which M1 was
pointing vertically, thus providing a considerable underestimate of its size relative to other molars, were excluded from measurements. The areas of 61 M1s, 48
M2s and 17 M3s were measured with NIH Image 1.63 and ImageJ (http://
rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). In addition, molar sizes were measured on alternate days
of culture for 21 explants.
The 29 murine rodent species used in the macroevolutionary analysis
were selected to represent the range of diets across the phylogeny within the
subfamily and were determined from published literature sources described
previously42. A tooth row of each species was scanned with a Nextec Hawk
three-dimensional laser scanner and entered into the MorphoBrowser database
at http://morphobrowser.biocenter.helsinki.fi/ (ref. 42). Teeth were oriented
manually to maximize crown–base projection and crowns were captured with
the JavaView viewing utility in MorphoBrowser. Two-dimensional areas
were measured with NIH Image 1.63 and ImageJ. All ratios were plotted with
the use of non-transformed mm2 areas.
Developmental models. We assumed a linear effect of the activator and inhibitor ratio on tooth proportions, namely (a 2 i)/i 5 (a/i) 2 1. Other relationships (for example, log(a/i)) would alter the amount by which teeth changed
along the inhibitory cascade trajectory but not the trajectory itself. Solving
the molar sizes from 1 1 [(a 2 i)/i](x 2 1) gives M1 5 1, M2 5 a/i and
M3 5 2a/i 2 1. Molar proportions (of all the molars) are M1 5 i/3a, M2 5 1/3
and M3 5 (2a 2 i)/3a. From these formulae, the relationship between the
M2/M1 ratio and the M3/M1 ratio is M3/M1 5 2(M2/M1) 2 1. Note that the
constant 1/3 proportion of M2 is lost if the tooth row has four molars.
Progressively larger posterior molars may still be initiated sequentially if their
growth rates are correspondingly faster. Even though the model may apply to
volumes (or numbers of cells), we present our measurement data with twodimensional surface areas because we consider these more reliable and because
they are commonly used in morphological research. We note, however, that
transforming the two-dimensional areas to volumes does not change the pattern
of results. In the random relay model, we randomly reshuffled the M2/M1 sizes
(in effect, the strength of (a 2 i)/i) before determining M3/M1 sizes. A total of
1,000 randomizations were performed in a custom Visual Basic 6.0 program and
calculations of reduced major axis regressions were performed as described49.
50. Harrington, A. E. et al. Structural basis for the inhibition of activin signalling by
follistatin. EMBO J. 25, 1035–1045 (2006).
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